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Merchandising Plant-Based Meat, Eggs, and Dairy
As more consumers add plant-based meat, eggs, and dairy to their carts,
retailers should take advantage of the opportunity to reposition the meat
department as a one-stop shop for all center-of-plate protein needs.
How can retailers leverage merchandising strategies to capitalize on the
growing plant-based market?
DEPLOYING INTEGRATED-SEGREGATED MERCHANDISING
The segregated sets that have dominated plant-based merchandising for years make
shopping easy for committed plant-based consumers, but these are a small fraction of
consumers (about 5% of the U.S. population is vegetarian, according to a 2018 Gallup
poll1). Indeed, 76% of all consumers prefer to shop for plant-based meat in the meat or
frozen section, compared with 24% who prefer the produce area.2 To meet the needs of
the widest range of consumers, retailers should use an integrated-segregated
merchandising strategy (which has proved successful for natural and organic products)
for plant-based meat, eggs, and dairy. For categories with a small selection of
plant-based products, an integrated strategy may be a good option.

An integrated-segregated merchandising strategy affords several benefits for consumers:
● Plant-based options are easily found in go-to areas.
● Plant-based and animal-based products are easily compared.
● Consumers have the opportunity to appreciate premium products and trade up.
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LESSONS FROM PLANT-BASED MILK
Moving plant-based milk to the
refrigerated milk set a decade ago was
key to introducing it to a larger
consumer base, increasing household
penetration (now 41%3), and growing
category sales. Plant-based milk now
accounts for 14% of milk sales, and as
sales data show, volume continues to
shift toward the refrigerated set.

THE PROTEIN DEPARTMENT OF THE FUTURE

Innovations in protein merchandising are transforming the meat department into a protein
department—a one-stop shop for all center-of-plate protein needs:
● Featuring plant-based refrigerated cases next to conventional cases.
● Displaying plant-based value-add and blended meats in the butcher case.
● Containing frozen plant-based meat in coffin cases in the main meat department.
When designing shelf tags and aisle signage, consider
evidence-based recommendations for category language to
better help customers find and ultimately purchase plant-based
products. The most appealing category terms are “plant-protein”
and “plant-based.”4
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